
 

Work showcase: when fans 'meet' their hero

Former DAN intern and now strategist at Carat South Africa, Megan Sayle, shares a career-defining campaign.

Any strategist will tell you that much of your career is spent trying to pitch and take what you think are winning ideas all the
way through to the Holy Grail: implementation. Which is why sitting at the office one Friday night and watching soccer
legend Rio Ferdinand live-stream from London straight into a bar in Kenya has definitely been a highlight of my career.

We worked with our client, Guinness, to maximise the time our Kenyan consumers got to spend with the hero of our
campaign, Rio Ferdinand, by creating a surprise billboard that looked like a poster in a bar but, when turned on, live-
streamed Rio for them to interact with, right there and then!

Watch the video to get the full story of the campaign:

Through understanding and using media technology and innovation, we were able to create a unique and memorable
experience for Guinness drinkers that became an interactive, gamified screen after the initial activation – ensuring added
reach and exposure. Amplifying this on social media meant our campaign got even more traction and achieved great
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results, as seen below:

The power of place in modern marketing 23 May 2024

Amazon is here: Dentsu South Africa is ready! 22 May 2024

Dentsu Africa’s unstoppable rise: Triumphs at 2024 Pitcher Awards 21 May 2024

Game changer: How data science is reshaping esports 8 May 2024

The new frontier: AI-driven marketing in the digital age 30 Apr 2024

Dentsu

Dentsu is the network designed for what's next, helping clients predict and plan for disruptive future
opportunities in the sustainable economy. Taking a people-cantered approach to business transformation,
dentsu combines Japanese innovation with a diverse, global perspective to drive client growth and to shape
society.
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